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About This Game

Experience LUXOR in stunning HD! Answer the call of the goddess, Isis, in this addictive marble-shooter game. Chains of
colored spheres are working their way through ancient Egypt, and it’s up to you to stop them before they reach the pyramids.

Wielding your mystical winged-shooter, you must fire colored orbs into the chain to make matches of three or more, and
eliminate the spheres from the chain. Clear out the entire chain, and you’ll work your way up to the next level.
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Customize your shooter to play LUXOR just how you like it with two different types of aim assist and three control system
choices to mix-and-match. Face off with the approaching spheres in four different game modes: Practice, Adventure, Survival,

and Challenge of Horace.

To help you in your quest, power-ups like Fireballs, Lightning Bolts and Multi-Colored Spheres will fall from the sky—use
them to create thrilling special effects as they aid you along your journey!

Key Features:
•25 all-new backgrounds in High Definition

•88 levels of marble-shooting puzzles
•4 Game modes: Practice, Adventure, Survival, & Challenge of Horus

•Collect Ankh coins to earn extra lives
•Catch falling gems to earn bonus points

•Customizable controls: Mix-and-match aim assist modes & control systems
•Enhanced special effects designed for the iPad

•Power-ups like Stop, Slow, Reverse and Wild help you along the way
•Thrilling music and sound effects
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MumboJumbo
Publisher:
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The developers are trash.
They release a game that is clunky and tedious, where coop is only possible in repetitive, inconsequential side-missions. They
sell you risible cosmetics for actual money, desperate to make a quick buck.

A year later, they announce the 2.0 release, listing features that should have been there on launch. You wonder whether it's too
little too late, but you give them the benefit of the doubt. Or at least some of us did.

They then don't even have the decency or respect for their players to communicate that there have been delays to the update. On
the scheduled release day, after no news or announcements on the update for a month or so, they give us a no-information news
post telling us that they'll be pushing it back to the following month.

Disrespectful, and completely off-putting. If they completely blew past one release date, why would anyone who still is hanging
on in hopes for the developers to deliver have a reason to believe they'll respect the next?

My recommendation: Call it a loss, and hope for something better (Maybe Chaosbane will do it right).. Game could've been
better in every aspect. Should be played only if you're desperately looking for sokoban game.. I'd recommend reading my
review on Tumblr, it goes more into depth than I could go on here.

http://watchmannsdemons.tumblr.com/post/152479949920/case-animatronics-review. No support for this game, don't buy.
Been waiting for some reply from the game developper and still waiting.. This is another excellent steam locomotive from
Victory Works.
The first scenario is a very informative tutorial on the operation of the Travelling Post Office.
The locomotive was very easy to drive and sounds are up to the same high quality as their previous locos.
The second scenario is great with wonderful looking night time effects and a chance to do some serious mail bag exchanges.
I am looking forward to doing the last two scenarios.. horrible bridge building controls and horrible stunt gameplay. even for a
budget series, this plays terribly. not worth your time.. It might just be a me thing but as soon as I started the game the mouse
cursor started jumping all orund the place every time I tried to move the mouse which in the menu I could ignore if I moved it
with the arrow keys but in game it looks like suddently my ship teleported and had to find which direction I was looking at in
which in a matter of seconds it did it again. I highly not recommend this garbage! It's not the fastest software which they claim. I
paid this software (PAID!). When i want to export orthophoto, first i have to send them to statistics. Because they export my
creations in return for some statistics in this version... It's very slow also and very difficult to use. Orthophoto and model quality
very low. I want to write more things about "softwarish" thing. But it's waste of time!! I want to give a chance despite of other
comments but they were right!
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The story of this game is really bad - even for Animation Arts. I have played the two first games of the series and remember
them as decent enough to buy this one, but I will not come back for more. Voice acting is mediocre at best, so the only ok part
of this game is the graphics which is nice I guess. Spend your money on a better game. If you want to try an Animation Arts
game try Lost Horizon. It's not perfect either but I didn't start thinking I was wasting my time halfway through like with this
one. I did complete this one, but it just got worse and the end is a true anticlimax - like they suddenly just decided to stop
working on it and instead making a quick end to it so they could start selling instead.... ENG:

Better that Payday 1\/2

FIN:

Parempi kuin Payday 1\/2. Fantastic for all skill levels. This isn't just a wave shooter it's a third person shooter where your hand
controls the ship! You use your hand to dodge, aim, and collect power ups while being on the look out for incoming enemies.
Looks and feels great for a good price.. Guys just bought and istalled the datig lessons. I am using the oculus rift and I have set it
up everythng as per instruction. Oculus rift is working fine with other programms. However, with Dating Lessons I get
the"Unknown error, code 10002". PLease advice, as I can not use your program so far.. Bad Gaem, do not plaey it at all
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